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Business Math is significantly useful in our daily lives specially in running a business. Business Math is not just about money, according to Orlando A. Oronce in his book General Mathematics, “Finance is defined as ‘the system that includes the flow of money, the granting of credit, making of investments, and the provision of banking facilities’”. Business math is not only limited to talking about finances but rather it is a comprehensive discussion about simple and compound interest, simple and general annuities, bonds and stocks, business and consumer loans and a lot more.

It is a very concrete academic investment of the Senior High School students in preparation for their future. This gives the senior high students the knowledge and a wide understanding in making decisions about basic business mathematics. Business Math is definitely beneficial to Senior High School students, under the K-12 Curriculum of the Department of Education since this knowledge is a must for entrepreneurs and students to understand business math as this will be their guide to accurate keeping of records and will help them come up with precise decision making regarding finances. The process of learning business mathematics is very vital and compelling in business towards giving appropriate interest in every dealing. Computing and learning about the trade is not that easy as we should have an advance learning on how to handle business and how to run it properly.
This subject is very beneficial to senior high school students as it comprehensively discussed almost everything that has something to do with business. It is not of much importance to be an expert in business math but rather students must focus when to use the knowledge they were able to gain and how to apply business math in real life.
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